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HUYGENS'S RING, CASSINrS DIVISION

AND SATURN^S CHILDREN



FOREWORD

Mysterious Saturn is the subject of this intriguing essay by Al-

bert van Helden, Professor Emeritus at Rice University and

the University of Utrecht. Calling Saturn "with its system

of rings and satellites. . . the most splendid object in the solar system re-

vealed by the telescope," van Flelden shovv^s what an important object of

research the planet has been for four centuries, made popular again with

NASA's 2004 Cassini-Huygens Mission, which placed a probe on Titan,

one of Saturn's satellites. Thus, the subject of the T4TH annual Dibner Li-

brary Lecture is at once historical and contemporary and shows once

again the value of the collections housed in the Dibner Library of the

History of Science and Technology.

Bern Dibner (1897-1988) is the individual responsible for bringing

together the remarkable collection of books now housed in the library

that bears his name, one of two rare book facilities among the twenty

branches of the Smithsonian Institution Libraries. An electrical engineer,

book collector, and philanthropist, Dr. Dibner donated over 8,000 vol-

umes of rare scientific and technological works from his Burndy Library

to the Smithsonian on the occasion of the United States Bicentennial cel-

ebration in 1976. He considered it a gift to the nation responsible for his

success. This splendid donation is the core of the Libraries' exceptional

physical sciences collection and contains many major works dating from

the fifteenth to the early nineteenth centuries in engineering, trans-

portation, chemistry, mathematics, physics, electricity, and, as this essay

demonstrates, astronomy.

We thank The Dibner Fund for supporting the lecture series and its

publications. Staff" of the Libraries' Special Collections Department and

Public Affairs Office helped with various aspects of planning for the lec-



ture and production of this booklet. We are also grateful to Albert van

Helden, who produced both an entertaining lecture and excellent man-

uscript for future readers. We hope you enjoy it.

For more information, please see the home page of the Dibner Li-

brary of the History of Science and Technology at www.sil.si.edu/Libra

ries/Dibner/. To see Dr. van Helden's lecture and a Hst of all the other

Dibner Library Lectures, go to www.sil.si.edu/ exhibitions/ lectures.htm.

Nancy E. Gwinn

Director, Smithsonian Institution Libraries

August 2006
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HUYGENS^S RING,
CASSINTS DIVISION

SATURN'S CHILDREN

The planet Saturn with its system of rings and sateUites is the

most splendid object in the solar system revealed by the tele-

scope. The ring system has also been an important research

subject for four centuries. The recent Cassini mission to explore the

planet and its surrounding rings, with its embedded Huygens probe mak-

ing a spectacular landing on the intriguing moon Titan, has put the

planet once again in the popular and scientific news. 1 say "once again,"

because in the seventeenth century the planet was also frequently in the

news. Its appearance was a scientific problem, and the discoveries made

about it were celebrated at courts as well as scientific meetings. This pa-

per is about those early years of telescopic discovery

Between 1609 and the end of the seventeenth century, astronomy

and cosmology were profoundly changed by a new instrument, the tele-

scope. No one could have suspected that in the middle of a cosmologi-

cal debate in learned circles—about whether the Earth or the Sun was

the center of the universe—a flood of astounding new information

would come from an entirely new direction and would transform the

cosmological debate firom a rather esoteric argument carried on by schol-



ars in Latin to a public issue on the tongues of the entire literate popu-

lation of Bufope (andbeyond). The telescope did not prove that the Sun

was the center and the Earth in the "third heaven," but the information

it injected into the deliberations made a lot more sense in the context of

a Sim-centered theory. The telescope, therefore, not only changed the

terms of the debate, it answered some pressing questions about the he-

liocentric option.

The cosmos of Aristotle (figure i), which ruled unopposed right up

to the time of Copernicuswas a thing of beauty. The Earth, stage for the

human drama, was in the center, there was a place for everything—it

was, in fact, a universe of places, not of spaces—and there was an ab-

solute divide between the heavens and the earthly regions. The heavens

were perfect and unchanging; the lower realms

were chafigeable and cortupt. For most, the

center of the Earth, the most corrupt place in

the universe, was the place of hell; the empy-

rean heaven, the abode of God, was situated at

the periphery. It was a beautiful structure that

gave a physical explanation but also supported

values.

Now, by the simple move of exchanging

the places of the Earth and Sun (figure 2), Co-

pernicus undermined everything. The Earth

was now a planet in the heavens, the distinc-

tion between the corrupt earthly region and

the perfect heaven was abolished: Was the

Earth now perfect or were the heavens cor-

rupt? If, in the old system a stone fell to the center of the universe

—

which is also the center of the Earth—because that was its natural place,

then how was one to explain that motion when the center of the Earth

was no longer the center of the universe and constantly moving from

[ 10
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placeto place? In othi^nvordsj,, one wat kft without physics (that is, a

causal account of why ohjects move a& they do).Clearly, this simple

change proposed by Copernicus meant that one had to give up an en-

tire system of thought and construct 9. new one. That process took a

century and a half. Indeed, most studetits of heavenly^ things ignored

Copernicus's cosmological theory and concentrated on the rest of his

book, in which he completely recast technical astronomy along helio-

centric lines. But since we, as observers, are on the Earth, not on the

SuUj we still have to refer our prediettOns to the Earth; and thus, one

couldjust treat Copernlcus% cosmological claim as a convenient math-

ematical hypothesis. Robert Westman has shown that between 1543,

when Copernicus's book was published, and the mrn of the seventeenth

centujry, perhaps-only a dozen scholars accepted Copernicus's theory as

rej^reserctJng reality.

Some of the questions that were raised by opponents of heliocen-

trism during this early period were: If the Earth is a planet, then why is

it the-oply planet to have a moon? Why is there ittq^re than one c^Jit^r of

motion/rotation in the universet If the Copernican theory predicts that

the stars are so far away (they have to he in order to explain the lack of

annual stellar parallax), then why do they not appear smaller? In the old

cosmology theire were seven planets; now, because the Moou is elimi-

nated from the sequence, there are only six—why six? These questJons

strike us as strange, but they show just how uncomfortable thisnew cos-

mology was for people. I do not need to remind you that an Earth spin-

ning on its -axis and traveHng around the Sun violated their common

sense. Finally, there was the question about Scripture^ which seemed

•clearly to indicate that the Earth does not move. But aU these questions

were matters of philosophy, hardly noticed by a larger public. Those

teaching astronomy in the univefsiTie% even if they were "Copernicans,"

continued to teach the older earth-centered books because these were

stipulated in their contracts.



Itwas into this situation that the telescope was introduced. First made

public in the Dutch Republic, low-powered spyglasses quickly spreadover

Europe. In Padua, Galileo Galilei, professor of Mathematical sciences at

the university there, seized on the device and quickly turned it into a hi^-

powered scientific instrument—slightly more powerful than our ordinary

binoculars. And with it, he reaped a rich harvest of phenomena that He

just slightly beyond the power of the naked eye. These were as follows:

Ki^ The surface of the Moon is not perfecdy spherical, as befits a heav-

enly body, bur rather is mountainotts.

Kv- Planets are resolved into little discs, like full moons; fixed stars be-

come brighter but remain points.

There are innumerable fixed stars invisible to the naked eye, and neb-

ular areas like the Milky Way can be resolved into individual stars.

•^i^- Jupiter has four moons.

Galileo argued in Sidereus Nuncius (1610) that the Moon is like the

Earth (figure 3), as one might expect if CoperniGUS was right; that fixed

stars were clearly much farther away than the planets, aswas implicit in

Copernicus's theory; that the Earth was by no means

the only planet with a moon, and that, regardless of

what cosmological system one believed in, there was

more than one center of motion in the universe. A few

months later he also revealed that the telescope

showed that Venus goes through phases, just like the

iT* til * Moon, and, therefore that planet-—^^and by implication

ohservaUcffL of the-Mmn Mercury—goes armmd the Sun. Thtis, there were at

(first quarter). SMerem least three centers of motion: the Earth, the Sun, and

Nuncius (Venice, 1610). Jupiter. These phenomena hardly fitted into the old

Aristotelian cosmology, and Ventis's phases proved that scheme wfong.

But none proved that the Earth moves and the Sun stands still. That

proof was centaries in coming,

[ 12 ]



Galileo's discoveries were wondrous and nfew and they were on the

tongues of everyone. Since Galileo tiedthem to the Copernican theory

that theory was now publicly and widely discussed as well. Galileo w^ent

on to share the discovery of sunspots in 1611, and engaged in a pubhc

debate—a battle of books—with a German Jesuit named Christoph

Scheiner, who argued; that the spots are satellites of the Sun, thus saving

its perfection. With words, pictures, and diagrams, Galileo showed the

Jesuit to be wrong, and came out four-square in favor of the Copernican

theory. We all know where this eventually led Galileo and will not fol-

low him there; however, there is one lesser-known disco^^rythat tieshim

to events later in the century.

In July 1610, Galileo first observed Saturn with a telescope. To his

amazement, the phnet showed not a single disk^ but r-ather three: a cen-

tral one closely flanked By two smaller ones. He thou^t that

perhaps the two companions were satellites, although clearly a

different sort of satellite from those of Jupiter (figure 4),^ The

companions,, however, did notm^ave with respect to the central ^^^^^ ^Wm^s
body, an^ <3a^eo lost iiiterest for the moment. Two years later, sMx^ &f BdUrtt's

when he was working on sunspots, he again examined the appearance,July 16x6,.

planet and to his surprise found the lateral bodies gone; had Sat-
'^'^ ^^^^^

urn devoured his children?-^ He discussed this mysterious phe- 1
4^0.

nomenon in his sunspot letters and made a complicated prediction of

their Reappearance. They reappeared as he had predicted, but since they

then showed no change he lost interest again; until several years later, in

1616, he observed Saturn agmn and found its appearance tohe as shown

in figiire 5. The lateral hodies had growti info two "half eclipses," as he

called them.^ He could make little sense out of Samrn's appearances, and

left them as a puzzle to be solved by his successors.

Telescopic astronomy did npt become d regular part of astronomy

immediately. For one thing, excellent research instruments—by the

standards of the time—are always expensive, Butfor anotlier.itwas not

[ 13 ]



immediately clear where the research with this new instrument should

be located. It was an optical—that is, mathematical—instrument with

which cosmological—that is, philosophical

—

issues were investigated. Thus, one of Christiaan

Hu^gens's most faithful correspondents, Ismael

Boulliau (1604—169^ OGeasionaUy observed with

a telescope, but for the most part occupied him-

FIGURE5. Galileo's sketch of self in his spare time with astronomical models

Saturn's appearance, 1616. Qpere, ^nd tables. The Dibner Library has a letter from
Kill. 276, note 1. Huygens fo Bouliau, dated 25 September 1659.

Among a new generation of observers that

grew up with the telescope were Pierre Gasseudi andJohannes HeveHus.

Both these men regularly observed the heavens with their telescopes.

And itwas after Saturn had cJticeagain appeared without its appendages,

in 1642, that they led a generation of observers in a concerted attack on

the problem of Saturn. Their recorded observations (figure6) give some

idea of the results. Given our knowledge* we can easily judge sorne of

these to be better than others, but observers who di^ not know what

caused Saturn's appearances were at a loss. The more so, because a fun-

damental dichotomy ran through the problem; Ever since Galileo three

decades earlier, observers had believed in what we nlight call a satellite

moxiel (see, for instance, figure 7), and someho'vy the "handled^* appear-

ance had to be fit into this model. This was a very tall order indeed. It

was not until the situation was reversed—that is, the tricorporeal (or

satellite) appearance had to be explained in terms of the handled ap-

pearance

—

ttiu proposed solutions came.

The breakthrough came from The Hague, where Christiaan Huy-

gens and his brother Constantijn had begun making telescope lenses in

1654. Theyquickly progressed to the skill level required to itiake research

telescopes, and Christiaan began exploring the heavens with a i2.-foot

eflfert that magnified 50 times, finished in February 1655. By the end of

[ 14 ]



FIGURE 6. Observations of Saturn by: top left, Johannes Hevelius fSelenographia

[Gdansk, 164J]); top right, Givanno Batista Odierna fProtei Caelestis Vertigines

[Palermo, i6jy]); center, Francesco Fontana (Novae Colestium Terrestriumque Remm
Observationes [Naples 1646]); bottom, Eustachio Divini (Broadsheet 1649).



FIGURE 7. Saturn's appearances explained hy the satellite model. Christoph Scheiner,

"Tractatus de Tubo Optica, " Munich, Bayrische Staatshihliothek MS Clm. 1242J, p. 64.

March, he had found a satellite of Saturn. We may ascribe this discovery

partly to the quality of his telescope and partly to luck. Over the years,

after Galileo's discovery of the four moons of Jupiter, several observers

had claimed to have discovered other satellites, either of Jupiter, Mars,

or Saturn. Each time, the claims were debunked by other observers.

There was perhaps a feeling that, as Wren put it, "all celestial mysteries

were at once disclosed to [Galileo]."'* There was little left for his succes-

sors to discover, and it may very well be that no one besides Huygens

was looking for satellites. Huygens was lucky because, as the planet's

anses were getting thinner and thinner, its moon was behaving more and

more like the moons of Jupiter, traveling in a straight line back and forth

around Saturn. When the anses form a broader ellipse, the moon de-

scribes an oval path around Saturn and is not easily distinguished from

nearby fixed stars.

[ 16
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After observing the moon for several circuits around Saturn, Huy-

gens sent an anagram to a few of his correspondents, a line from Ovid's

Fasti with a few extra letters added: Admovere oculis distantia sidera

nostris vvvvvvv ccc rr hnbqx.^ This, he thought, would safeguard his

claim to priority. He then went on a long trip to France, where he told a

few scientists of his discovery, returning to The Hague near Christmas

1655. At that time Saturn was in conjunction with the Sun, and when it

appeared again in January 1656, the anses had completely disappeared.

Some time late in 1655 or early 1656, Huygens found the solution to the

puzzle that had baffled observers since Galileo. An important clue was

that the anses did not become shorter as they grew thinner, as we can

see from Huygens's earliest surviving observation, made in March 1655

(figure 8). He was to explain his reasoning in Systema Saturnimn (see p.

00), but for the moment it is

important to note that when

he solved the puzzle Saturn

was either in conjunction with

the Sun or completely shorn

of its anses. He saw a ring in

his mind's eye, not through his

telescope.

While continuing his efforts to make better and better telescopes,

Huygens published a brief tract entitled De Saiiirni Luna OhservaLio Nova

(1656), in which he described his discovery of the new moon and gave an

anagram that contained the solution to the problem of Saturn, a a a a a

aacccccdeeeeehiiiiiiillllmmnnnnnnnnnoooopp

qrrstttttuuuuu, "so that if perhaps someone may think that he

has found the same thing, he will have the time to make it known, so that

it will not be said that he borrowed it from us, nor we from him."'' The

complete treatment of the newly discovered moon as well as his theory

was, however, not quick in coming. During this period, Huygens man-

FiGURE 8. Christiaan Huygens's first recorded observa-

tion ofJupiter and Saturn, March 165$. Oeuvres Com-

pletes de Christiaan Huygens, 1:222.

[ 17 ]



aged to successfuUy connect a pendulum to a docik and develop the Te=

suiting pendulum dock (which improved the accuracy of clocks hy an

order of magnitude); privileges had to be applied for the clock and the

book Horologium (1657) took priority. Then there was also the need to

wait for others to come forward with theories concerning Saturn's ap-

pearances. Andthrou^Bout, Huygens continued his observationof the

satellite to determine its period rhOfe accurately, while simultaneously

continuing his observation of the planet and the ring in order to estab-

lish the inclination of the ring-plane to the ecliptic and the equator as

well as the direction of the major-axis of the apparent ellipse of the ring.

Systeind Satumhim did not appear until the summer of 1659.

Between the time Huygens found the solution to the problem, in,

1^55/ 56, and the appearance of Systema Sntumium, more than three

years later (figure 9)\ Others did come forward with their theories. The

famous Polish astronomer Johannes Hevelius, for whom establishing

the period of the changing appearances was the most important aspect

of the problem of Saturn, published Dissertatio de Nativa Satumi Facie in

1656, in which he argued that Saturn consisted of an ellipsoidal central

body to which the anses were attached. The entire formation rotated

around the minor axis as shown (figure 10). The next year, the Sicilian

prie$t atid astronomer Giovanni Battista Odierna published Pr£>tei

codestis vertig^'nes $m Satumi Systems (see figure 6 tm pagfe 6^), in which

he theorized that Saturn was an ovoid body with two dark spots on it

that rotated on an axis. Meanwhile, the Parisian mathematician Giles

Personne de Roberval outlined a rather different sort of theory in a let-

ter to Hu^ens.. Accofding to Roberval, the t-ppea^cances of the anses

Were c'aused by vapors that emanated firom a "torrid zone" and collected

around Saturn's equatorial plane. When the space above this zone is

completely filled,with vapors, Saturn appears oval, atid when there is

space left between the exhalations an4 the planet s surface, Saturn ap-

pears flanked by two 'stars;' If the fci^alatioiis are so thtfi that they are

[ ^8 ]
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FIGURE 10. Johanyies Hevelhis's explanation of Saturn's appearances. De Nativa

Saturni Facie (Gdansk, 16^6).

transparent, the planet will appear round and without its appendages.

By far the most interesting theory, which remained unknown to

Huygens until 1661, was developed by the mathematician (and later ar-

chitect) Christopher Wren. In 1658, spurred on by Huygens's challenge

and anagram, Wren wrote a little tract entitled De Corpore Saturni. In it

he theorized that an elliptical "corona" was attached to Saturn's body

(see figure 11), and that the entire formation rotated or librated around

its major axis. Wren could explain Saturn s appearances reasonably well

[ 20
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FIGURE II. Christopher Wren's theory of Saturn's appearances. "De Corpore Saturni, " 165S.



with tliis hypothesis, and he had an iiita"estifi,g explanation of the fact

that this corona periodically became Ifrvisible: It had "tio sensible thick-

ness, although it is perhaps a few miles thick." Therefore, "[i]ts thickness

is not sufficient to be s.ee in. any way by the inhabitants of the Earth, and

for this reason the corona may be taken as a mere surface."^

Wren wrote this in 1658. When, early in 1^39, Huygens informed his

English colleagues of his ring-theory, Wren put the manuscript away.

When he was asked about his theory a few years later, he explained why

he had not pursued it further:

. . . when a shorte while after, the Hypothesis of Hiigenius was sent over in writing,

I confesse I was sofond of the ni4tMsse of it, ^ the NaturaU Simplicity of the con-

trivance agreeingsoe well with thephysical causes of the heavenly bodies, that 1 loved the

invention heyond my owne^ though this [hypothesis] he so much an equipollent With

that of Hugenius, Lhal I supposefuture observations will never be able Lo determine which

is the trewest, yet I would not proceed withmy designe. . . .
^

In the swmmerof 1659^ Sysmu Saturnium finally appeared. Huygens

had already explained his ring-theory to his French and English col-

leagues by this time, but if expectations of the book were high, the

reader was not disappointed: hi sheer amount of celestial novelty Sys-

tema Saturnium rivaled Galileo's Sidereus Nuncius published half a century

earlier. Huygens described his telescopes, showed observations of the

belts and zones ofJupiter (observed earlierby others), details on the sur-

face of Mars, and the Orion nebula (missed by Galileo) with three of the

four stars row known as the Trapezdum. Huygens then turned his

attention to Satarn. He first discmssed all his observations of the new

moon made over a period of four years and derived its period. Then he

discussed Saturn's appearances published by others, beginning with

Galileo, explaining away or rejecting appearances that would notiit the

hypothesis he was aboutto put forward. Only after this process did he

come to Ms owmexplariation: of Saturn's appearances.

E ^2 ]



Huygens explained how he arrived at the ring-hypothesis. Our Earth

spins on its axis once a day, while the Moon goes around us once a

month. By analogy, if Saturn's moon has a period of sixteen days, then

the planet must spin on its axis in a much shorter period. And this means

that all the matter between Saturn and its moon must rotate around that

same axis in times intermediate between i6 days and perhaps a day. Al-

though Huygens does not say this, the influence of Rene Descartes (who

visited the Huygens family home several times) is apparent: Huygens was

thinking in terms of vortices. All planets are at the centers of their own

sub-vortices, while they all go around the Sun in one big vortex. But that

meant that the anses, whatever their shape, had to revolve around Sat-

urn's axis of rotation with a very short period. Changes in their appear-

ances, however, happened very slowly, with a period of about 14 years,

not in a few days. The anses therefore had to be symmetrical about Sat-

urn's axis of rotation; a ring satisfied that requirement. At this point,

Huygens presented the solution to the anagram he published three years

earlier in De Saturni Luna Observatio Nova : annulo cingitur, tenui, piano,

nusquam cohaerente, ad eclipticam inclinato, or "It is surrounded by

a thin, flat ring, touching it nowhere, and inclined to the ecliptic.'"^

The next order of business was to establish certain parameters, such

as inclination of the ring-plane to both the equator and ecliptic. He made

the ring roughly parallel to the plane of the (Earth's) equator and placed

its intersection with the ecliptic at 20_° Pisces and Libra. Having deter-

mined these points, he could explain when and where the ring could give

rise to all the appearances observed over the years (figure 12), with the

exception, of course, of those that were the result of primitive telescopes

or observer error. Predicting when and in what part of the zodiac the

ring would again be invisible was straightforward. But why the ring

should be invisible was, for Huygens, rather tricky, because he believed

the ring to be a solid structure which, although comparatively thin, was

nevertheless several thousand miles thick. When the ring was edge-on it

[ 23 ]



FIGURE 12. Huygens's diagram to explain Saturn's appearances.

Oeuvres Completes, xv: J09.

FIGURE 13. Huygens's observation of Saturn in the winter of 1655-56,

when the anses were invisible. The dark line, which is the shadow of the ring on the

planet's body, was interpreted by Huygens as the dark exterior edge of the ring.

Oeuvres Completes, xv: 247.



was invisible, Huygens argued, because its outside edge was covered with

a material that did not reflect light. He interpreted the dark line he had

seen across Saturn's disc during the round appearance of 1655-56 (figure

13) as the ring's dark outside edge.

Huygens ended Systerna Saturnium with an important digression on

the sizes and distances of the planets: How would the solar system ap-

pear to an inhabitant of Saturn? For the answer, he needed to Imow the

absolute sizes and distances of the planets. First, he explained how one

could measure a planet's angular diameter. In the "astronomical" tele-

scope used by Huygens, one with a convex eyepiece, the rays come to a

focus inside the tube. If one places an object in the focal planet, it will

appear in focus and superimposed on the image of the object one is ob-

serving, Huygens put an aperture stop in this plane, measured its angu-

lar size by timing the progress of a star across it (while holding the tele-

scope fixed)—he found it to be i7_ minutes of arc—and then, when he

observed a planet, he would insert thin copper rods into the focal plane

until he found one that just covered the planet's disk. Knowing what frac-

tion of the aperture was covered by the thickness ol the rod, he could

easily determine the angular diameter of the planet. Now, the first full-

fledged micrometer had been made by William Gascoigne in England

two decades earlier, but it was still unknown to the astronomical com-

munity. Huygens here published the principle of the micrometer, and

the wire micrometers made in the next decade by French astronomers

were the result of this passage in Systema Sciturnhim.

Having measured the angular diameters of all planets except Mercury,

and knowing the relative distances of the planets from the Sun, Huygens

now knew how large the planets were with respect to the Sun. He

needed one absolute measure to turn all relative sizes and distances into

absolute ones. There was, as yet, no way to make such a measurement,

so Huygens made an argument from harmony. The sizes of the planets

roughly increase with their distances from the Sun, except that Huygens
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fouBdJupiter to be larger than Saturn and Venus larger than Mars. Nev-

ertheless, he assumedthe Barth to be intermediate in sizebetween Mars-

and Venus. Since Mars's diameter was i/i66th part of the Sun's and

Venus 1/84TH part, Huygens took the mean between these two fractions,

and arrived at a terrestrial diameter i/iiith the Sun's—an "accurate

guess." This meant a solar distance of about 25,000 terrestrial radii, or,

in modern figures, roughly 100 million miles. This corresponds to a so-

lar parallax of 8.2".^° Huygens now had a complete scheme of sizes and

distances in the solar system, and shortly after Systerna Satumium had ap-

pearedv he found a way to present his results visually (figure 14).

Systema Satiirnium was then, a book about much more than just the

problem of Saturn, but it was about Saturn that he received most criti-

cism. No single construction of the anses could account for every single

appearance of the planet feund in die literature, and HUygerss had there-

fore criticized and dismissed a number of them. But how could he jus-

tify his judgments? He argued:

In tkisimesttgation, we ask thdtitis cmceded that, hecanse wewere thefirst to de-

Led ihc companion of Saturn with our telescopies and clearly see it whenever we wish,

therefore our telescopes must be preferred to those qf others who^ ahhough daily engaged

in observing Saturn, were nevertheUsswuMe to reach that star; and that therefore the

results of ourohservationsof the shape of the planetmust bejudged to he truereaA time

when the different shapes were simidtaneously observed by us and by themJ^

This was a clever argument, and Huygens may have believed it him-

self. For those with mediocre telescopes itwas imdoubtedly true, but to

observers whose telescopes were among the be^tin Europe—and whose

reputations were based on the excellence of their instruments—Huy-

gens's claim was an insult and a challenge. For them there was a differ-

etteebetween not haying observed Saturn s moon earlier and not having'

telescopes good enough to show it. Johannes Hevelius pointed out that

be had observed tjie sacefflte a decade earlier buthad taken it to be a fixed
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FIGURE 14. Huygens's representation of the sizes of the planets relative to the Sun.

Oeuvres Completes, xv; 374.



star. As he wrote to his friend Ismael Boulliau, "And therefore I see no

reason why out ohsetvatiotts do not merit the same ^aith as those of

Huygens."^^ His telescopes were just as good as those of Huygens, and

as far as his eyesight and his claim that Saturn's central body was ellip-

soidal was concetned: *'p3]oes Huygens perhaps suppose that I and oth-

ers cannot see the difference between elliptical and spherical, or that it

was invented by my mind ... or rather that I dreamed it? No, by Hercu-

les!" But having vented his rage to Boulliau, Hevelius expressed his dis-

a^eement to Huygens himself in very measured tones. Their relations

remained cordial.

An entirely different approach was taken by Eustachio Divini (1615-

1675) in Rome, considered by many to be the finest telescope maker of

Europe, Huygens had criticized Diviru's illustration of Saturn published

in 1649- (see figure 6 on page 67) not for its shape, but iJr the spiittQus-

shadow effects: "Since he is considered a most excellent telescope-maker,

it is credible that he has described the actual shape of Saturn best of all,

except for the shadows that appear in the figure which, in my opinion,

were added by him."^^ This statementwas hardly a criticism, and Divini

easily could have blamed the problem on the engraver. But Huygcns's

claim of authorit}^ was another matter. Divini had won his eminence in

his trade by great skill and hard work, taking on all chaUengers. His best

telescopes were among the collection of instrumeaits of the Florentine

Accademia del Cimento of Grand Duke Ferdinand II and his hrbther

Prince Leopold. It was to Leopold that Huygens had dedicated Systema

Satumium, and thus Huygens's authority claim was all the more serious

for Divini: Was he no lo^gw the best telescope maker in Italy, ot Butope?

But in Rome there were other problems (or rather opportunities?)

raised by Systema Saturnium audits author As a Dutchman, Huygens was

a Calvinist hereliCr and moreovef in his book he took the centrality of

the Sun as given. And therefore, if Diviniwanted to strike a blow against

Huygens's pretensions as a teleseope maker, theJesuitHonorsFabti saw
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an opportunity to raise the cosmological issue. Together they composed

(but puhlished with only Divinfs name on the title page) BrevisAnnotatie

in Systema Satiirnium Christuini Htigenii (Rome 1660), likewise dedicated

to Prince Leopold. Divini argued the

superfority of his telescopes—he, too,

could easily see Saturn's moon—and

Fabri attacked Huygens's Copernicaii-

ism while proposing another explan-

ation of Saturn's manifold appearances.

He supposed a satelHte model in which

two sets of satellites, one pair light-ab-

sorbing and the other light reflecting, re-

volved about points behind Saturn, (see

figure 15). Divini (and Fabri) stated that

they "eagerly submitted their ideas to

[Prince Leopold's] very just censure and

clear judgment." ^ ^

These two books put Prince Leo^

pold in an awkward position. On the one

hand, there was an elegant hypothesis

put forward by a heretic and Copernj.-

can; on the other, there was a rather silly

hypothesis put forward by a member of

a powerful order committed to preserv-

ing the Christian-Aristotelian cosmology.

The Galileo process of 1633 had power-

fully demonstrated the end to Florence's power to thumb its nose at

Rome, and in Fabri's text, several instances seemed directly to refer to

the Galileo affair. In e:q?laining Fabri s hypothesis, Divini (sic) began with

the following proposition: "The Earth is immobile at the center of the

world and the celestial spheres revolve around it. This is an opinion that
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he defends with, tenacity,.judging it as conforming to Catholic decrees,

to Sdcred S^citpture, to the observedphenomena, aftd to saiie reason."

And as if to once more drive home the restricted authority of the math-

ematician in cosmological matters, Fabri let it be known that he did oot

defend his model. as a true explanation of SatdtrTs appearances, but

rather held it **cwily as one hypothesis ofmany that can save theAppear-

ances hitherto observed by the Astronomers."^^

Prince Leopold and his academy found a neat way out of their

dilemma. Following the Accademia del Cimento s motto, provmdo e

riprovando, "to test and test a^in," they decided to settle the i^ue ex-

perimentally. Models of both hypotheses were built, and these were ob-

served from various distances with the naked eye and telescopes of var-

ious powers—and not only by scientists^ but also by people who had no

idea what they'Were lookiiigat. The results df diese comparisons were

clear. The model of the ring hypothesis (figure i6) could produce the so-

called "trispherical" appearance that Galileo had first seen, but the model

of Fabrfs "satellite" hypothesis could in no way produce the "handled"

appeafanee. Inone respect, howevei^ Hmygens's ring coiald notbearaway

the approval of the academicians. Since they could not think of "any ex-

ample in Nature of a material so unapt for the reflection of light," they

were, reduced to making the ring as thin as possible and thoroug^y re-

moving all roughness of its surface, for even surface irregularities that

Were, in proportion to the model any higher than the hi^est mountains-

on Earth would be seen as in thin bright line when the ring was in the

edgewise aspect.

Reports were sent to Httygens and Fabri, with an adiilionitlon from

Prince Leopold to keep them confidential. At the same time, HUygens

published a rebuttal to Divini and Fabri, entitleid Brevis Assertio Systema-

tis Satumi sui,^^ which he issued together with a reprint of BmvU Anno-

tatio (1660), and his correspondents congratulated him on showing up

the foolishness of the Romatj telescope maker. The nexctountd from
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FIGURE i6. Model of Huygens's ring-Lheory made by the Accademia del Cimento.

Oeuvres Completes de Christiaan Huygens, vi: ooo.



Rome, Pro sua Annotatwne in Systenut Satmium C^ristkini M'ttg^di (Rome

did not deset^e a reply. Fabrt here liad added two farther light-

reflecting satellites behind Saturn in order to more closely approximate

the planet's handled appearance, but clearly things were getting silly. The

more s,o because Divini/Fabri admitted that he could not help seeing a

ling when he now observed Saturn. Huygetis had clearly won the argu-

ment, Prince Leopold had retained his neutrality and Fabri went on to

other challenges- The big loser was Divini. For one thing, in making ac-

tual observations of Saturn, the academicians in Florence had used a

longtelesfcopeby Divini, and had found the objective lens inferior. They

had taken it out and substituted an objective made by Cvangelista Torri-

celli made more than a decade earlier. And with that combination, they

had for the first time observed the shadow of the ring on Saturn's body^

—

a powerful cottfifimtiOBi of the correctness of Huygetts's tbeoty. Worise

was to come for Divini. In 1662, a mysterious telescope, said to be made

in.the Netherlands, began to be shown in Rome and proved to be better

than any instrtirfteilt made by Qivinj. This was the first move in a care-

fully ehoreograj>hed campaign by Giuseppe Campani and his brothers

to undermine and ridicule Divini on his own turf. They succeeded: By

1665 Campani had replaced Divini as Europe's premier telescope maker.

If Huygen^ had defeated the telescope tnaker Divini and the scholar

Fabri with comparative ease, telescopes by CampaJii in the hands of the

astronomer Gfovanili DometiicO Cassini would, as ive will see, prove to

be a more formidable challenge. For the time being, however, Huygens

ruled supreme as a telescopic astronomer. He had made the first addi-

tion to i3ie4wiiiber ofbodies te the solar system since Galileo, and-solved

a problem first posed by Galileo with a breathtakingly elegant solution,

accepted by everyone in short order; although the parameters, the tela-

tive diameters of the ring and body, and the inclination of the ring plane

to the ecliptic and eqttator had to be.adj:nsted and Hiiygens*s explanation

of the ling's invisibilitywhen its plane passed through the Eardiwas not
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generally zcc&^ttci On the baas of his mathematical work, his telescopic

astronomy and his invention of the first successful petttiultim clock, Htty-

gens was invited by Jean Battiste Colbert, Louis XIV's mmister, to be-

come a me^mber of the newly founded Academic Royale des Sciences

and give it intellectual leadersiap,When he moved to Paris in 1666 to take

up the appsciintment, he was fverhapyEurope's most femous scientist.

Giovanni Domenico Cassini ( 1625-1712 ) was born in Perinaldo in Lig-

uria, and. educated in a Jesuit college in Genoa. Because of his bril-

liance, he attracted the attention of powerful patrons, and in 1649, at the

age x>f 2,5, was appointed te the chairof astronomy at the Univeri^ty of

Bologna. Here he was influenced by Giovanni Battista Riccioli, profes-

sor at the Jesuit College, who was completing his massive Almagestum

Ncmm (Bologna, 1651), a complete review ofast^onoficiy Cassini quickly

learned what the huiriciiftg issues in tedailc^-asiffanomy werej and he at-

tacked several of these. The meridian laid down in the cathedral of San

Petronio by Egnatio Danti in the sixteenth century had fallen into disre-

pair^ ajid Cassini completely rebuilt it. The result was the meridian (or

gncmiott} Much-the we stflU see It today Cassdni's achievement was

one of the centerpieces of the celebration surrounding the arrival of

Queen Christina of Sweden, who passed through the city on her way to

Rome in 1656. But Cassini also made careful measureraejits. Upon com-

paring'solar dedinatitjjjs measured on the meridian with his measure-

ments ofthe altitude-of the Poie,he found a di;^repancy of2 arc-tninutes.

He concluded that this discrepancy was due to faulty positional correc-

tions for atmctspheriG refraction and solar parallax, and this meant that

the value jb^the dhliqmty of the ecliptic given by the great Tycho Bt^he.

might be in error by two arc-minutes (2')—an error that affected not

only position measurements, but also the theories of all the planets. This

hecaiSiean itnpoftarn piart of Cassini's research -a^iida, and he wasm
return to the problem again and ajgain, f0t the time being, he made his

new po^tional corrections part of a new set of tables pubH^edin-i€fe
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Cassini's hard work, organizing ability,, and political aciamen were re-

warded vv^lth preferments^. Tke Po|>e, overfotd of Bologna, appointed

Cassini inspector of papal fortification and then also as his engineer to

look after the papal interests in the eternal arguments about water rights

and the courses of adyetsbetween cities in the Po valley andbetween the

Papal states andTnscany. In these capacities, Cassini traveled a great deal

and often was in Rome. He was there in 1664 when Giuseppe Campani

challenged Eustachio to a paragone (comparison) to decide whose tele-

scopes were better. Ca§sini took part in these trials, and if the immedi-

ate restilts showed thatCampani telescopes were better than those-of Di-

vini, Cassini's personal preference for Campani telescopes Was one of the

decisive factors in Campani 's lasting fame. In Rome, jn 1664, Cassini and

Campani made ^ series of telescopic observations, published in a little

book entitled Rd^Mgliio di 4ue:nM£>wdS£<ervd.zionimd a bjfoadshefet show-

ing observations of Jupiter and Saturn. The most remarkable of these

showed shadows of Saturn's ring on its body and vice versa, the fact that

the outside of the-planet's ring was darker th^in theinside, and the shad-

ows ofJupiter's sateOifies-onJtipiter*s body, "^th these publications, Cam-

pani's fame rapidly spread to all parts of Europe where there was inter-

est in astronomical observations.

Over the next several years, as his duties tookhim to many places in

Italy Cassinimade observations wi^ a ly-foot Campani telescope, an in-

strument given him by the maker hiftiself. With this very fine instfu--

ment, he observed the planets whenever possible, including the forma-

tion of Jupiter's satellites and their immersions in^ and emersions from

Jupiter's ^hadove The result was $n import^int^eites ofpubHcationSt i^e

most important of which were two worlcs on, respectively surface mark-

ings and the rotation periods of Jupiter and Mars, and a set of tables of

the motions ofJupiter s thooas.^" Cassini's reputationwas rapidly grow-

ing (figure 17), and when Colbert began looking for an astronomer to

lead the new observatOfy that was being designed by Claude Perrault,
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FIGURE 17. Portrait of Giovanni Domenico Cassini, ca. 1665-1669.

Ventimiglia, Bihlioteca Aprosiano.

his eye naturally fell on Cassini. But getting the Pope's astronomer to

Paris was by no means an easy task. Through diplomatic channels, Col-

bert let it be known in Rome that "His Most Christian Majesty has ex-

pressed the desire to have Mr. Cassini there [Paris] for some time.^^" Af-

ter some negotiations, His Holiness let Cassini go, and he arrived in Paris

in 1669 to start a new chapter in his life.

Cassini quickly made his influence felt in Paris. Modifications were

made to the (as yet unfinished) observatory; to make it more suitable for
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astronomical observations, he ordered powerful telescope lenses from

Carnpani in Rome; and he tntet^ened in the pktt^ fot an ^ttOnomical

expedition to the tropics. His first major success was the detection of two

new moons of Saturn during the ring s edgewise aspect of 1671-72 (satel-

lites flow called lapetus and Rhea). The expedirfOti to Cayenneby Richer

(17%), it is well-faiown, resulted in the discovery that a pendulum of -a

given length has a shorter period in the tropics than at mid-latitudes. But

at the time it was more important that by measurements of solar decli-

nations Richer proved that Tycho Brahe had indeed made an error of

two entire arC'minutes (2') in the obliquity of the ecliptic. Also during

this expedition, while taking advantage of a favorable opposition of

Mars,, Cassini's simultaneous measurements of the planet's positions in

Europe and Cayenne led to a downward adjustment of solar parallax to

about ten arc-secotids (io")r^"^tee Gassinihad been advocadng for sotne

time because it led to a better combination of corrections for atmos-

pheric refraction. ^-

In the meantime, Cassini had sentJean Picard to Uraniburg, the re-

mains of Tycho Brahe;*s observatory, tocheek the latitude and longitude

of that observatory, so that Tycho's observations could be referred to the

coordinates of Paris. For these observations, simultaneous observations

of the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites were used. With a view to correct-

ing the large errors iti positions of faraway places, Cassini over time es-

tablished a worldwide network of correspondents "Who sent him obser-

vations of Jupiter's satellites. This is not to say that errors nearer home

were not equally troublesomie.Jean Picard had published his Mesure de h

Tiffi in iSyt^ wHcb esteblished the length of a degfee at the latitude of

Paris, but the locations of cities in France still left a lot to be desired.

Wherever Cassini and liis astronomers went in France, they observed the

eclipses ofJupiter's satellites, ktid slowly the eepttotifs pf Prance were

corrected to a point where a revised map of France (not finaEypublished

uiitil 1693^ made adjustments of a fell degree on France -s Atlantic coast
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and half that much to its "Mediterranean coastline.^^ Legend has it that

upon seeing this neW map Louis XIV coinplamed that he was losing

more territory to his astronomers than to his en

emies. Si non i vcro e hmXrovato. With Campani

telescopes, Cassini discovered the division in Sat-

urn's ring in 1676 (figure 18), and during the next

edgewise aspect of Saturn's ring he discovered

yet two more moons of the planet (now called figure 18. Cassini's observation

Tethys and Dione). °f ^'^^ S^P Saturn's ring, now

Huygens'-s carter at the AcadSmie was not as '^^"'^ ^i^n^pmnd
des S^avans, 4jmmryi6^r

happy. In 1671-2, at the time when his portrait

was painted by Caspar Netscher (fig 19), he had to return to The Hague

to recover from a bout of melancholia; in 1673 he published his opus mag-

num, Hofoldptt-ftiOsdUatoriUM., dedicated^to the Siin King at a time when

France (along with several other countries) was at war with the Dutch

Republic. In 1675 he once again had to absent himself for more than a

yearbecause of melancholia^ and in 1681 he again returned to The Hague

vdth the same affliction. That tfiiie, however, his return to Paris was

more difficult, as the tide was running against the Protestants in France.

The death of Colbert in 1684 and the repeal of the Edict of Nantes the

following year eventually made his return impossible. So, as Cassini went

from victory to victory, Huygms ftded away. The confident Cassini with

his Campani telescope, who came in 1669 had turned into the brilliant

astronomer of a decade later; who by gesture claimed the observatory

as his own (see figure 20). He was the brilliant courtierwho could have

the water tower of Mafly moved to the grotinds of theohsarvatory in

Order to accomm'odate the very long "tubeless" telescopes with which

he continued his amazing series of discoveries. Cassini married at the age

of fifty and trained his only son tp betome his siaccessor as dir^ttor of

the observatory. He brought a nephew on his mother^s side, Giacomo

FiHppo Maraldi, to join the staiFof the observatory In 1794-95, Cassini
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FIGURE 19. Portrait of Huygens hy Caspar Netscher, ca. 16'ji. The Hague: Haags Historisch Museum.



FIGURE 20. Portrait of Cassini ca. 1675

(provenance to follow)

undertook a trip to Italy, where he updated the meridian of San Petro-

nio in Bologna. It was a veritable victory tour for the most powerful sci-

entist in Catholic Europe, progenitor of four generations of Cassinis,

who ran the French observatory until the French Revolution.

Huygens fades somewhat in this comparison. But although it cer-

tainly is true that Cassini, the brilliant courtier and energetic organizer,

outshone Huygens at the French Court, it is equally true that Huygens

was the more profound thinker and brilliant mathematical scientist.

When a systematic error was discovered in the times of the eclipses of

the first satellites of Jupiter, the period of which was equal to Jupiter's
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synodic period, Danish astronomer Ole R^mer, visiting astronomer at

the Palis observatory, interpreted the error as confirmation of the finite

speed of light; Huygens supported him in his interpretation. Cassini, on

the other hand, thought that if this were the case, the same pattern

should be apparent in the eclipses of die other three satellites, and it was

not (surely because the elements of the orbits of these satellites had not

yet been determined as accurately as those for the first satellites). Cassini

therefore accounted for the variation by making 2i geometric correction

to the orbit of the first sateUite, and then applying this as well to the or-

bits of the other three. For being on the "wrong" side of the first demon-

stration of the finite velocity of light, Cassini has been slated, beginning

with Edmond Halley in 1694.

Historians have treated Huygens more kindly After all, his contri-

butions to science spoke for themselves; the penduluitl clock, the ring of

Saturn, the construction of a wave front which was the foundation of

the wave theory of light, his very long telescopes, his contributions to

probability theory, and last but not least, his contributions to mathe-

matical physics. Although hewas isolated in The Hague at the end of his

life, his posthumous Cosmotheoros was a best-seller in all the major Eu-

ropean languages. In that book he still maintained that Saturn's ring was

a solid structure with a thickness of some thousands of miles, though

others (including Cassini!) had long since begun considering it as a

swarm of very small satellites—it was in this form that Saturn's ring be-

came a model for evolutionary cosmological speculations of the second

half of the eighteenth century.
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